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The Proposal for optimization the kinetics of the process the caustification
of magnesite
Andrej Olijár1, Július Lišuch, Dušan Dorčák and Ján Spišák

The theme of this article is to establish a basis for a physical model of optimization the kinetics of the process caustification (firing).
In developing the mathematical model were used available data on the subject. The experimental part was carried out in order to find
the optimal state of firing caustic magnesite at a given temperature and its reactivity to fast speed rotary kiln (FSRK) and the integrated
thermal unit (ITA). Both facilities are located in SMZ a.s Jelšava. In this article are only data related to spent magnesite for FSRK.
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Introduction
Mining and processing of magnesite is currently one of the important sectors of the Slovak economy.
Incommunicativeness of the production cycle, from mining to finished products is a modern industrial complex
and has an important role in creating employment and social policy [1].
Magnesite is the most important mineral of magnesium. Magnesite is magnesium carbonate (MgCO3),
and it is in continuous isomorphic series with siderite (FeCO3), also usually contains admixture of calcium
carbonate (CaCO3) and manganese carbonate (MnCO3). Bulk density is 2.96 to 3.12 g.cm-3, with an admixture of
ferrous carbonate increases.
In nature it occurs in crystalline and cryptocrystalline (compact "amorphous) form. Crystalline magnesite
grains have <10 mm, massive, banded or pinolitovú texture. Entire grain magnesite 0.004 to 0.01 mm, shell
breakage, recalls china. Caustic magnesite clinker (MgO with low-CO2) is produced from both types
of magnesite.
Magnesite is mainly used to manufacture refractory bricks, ie bricks and shapes for lining furnaces and for
making electric kiln It is also used to produce caustic magnesite (for purpose of building of production),
chemical industry, cosmetics, pharmaceutical industry, the production of special cements, in the paper industry.
The largest part (about 90 %) of world production is consumed in the production of refractory materials, the
other branches of industry involved in the consumption of magnesite only the remaining 10 % [2].
Declining consumption of base refractory materials, caused by the changing technology of steel means that
global manufacturers are transferred to the production of caustic burned magnesite. RORP and ITA are also
devices that processes the fine material. In these types of furnaces is finding an optimal condition, not just
a prerequisite, but facilitating their settings.
According to the firing temperature is distinguished caustic magnesite and dead burned one. Caustic
magnesite is burned at a temperature maximum of 1200 °C, it has the ability to take on water and carbon
dioxide. Dead burned magnesite is burned at a temperature of 1500-1700 °C.
To calculate the reserves of balance magnesite into account the possibilities of processing and therefore
it is divided into three classes. Magnesite I. class, suitable for burning in rotary and shaft furnaces (containing
min. 42.0 % MgO, max. CaO 2.5 % , max. 1.5 % SiO2), magnesite II. class, suitable for burning in shaft
furnaces, which charge for the rotary kiln requires a modification or blending with magnesium I. class (content
min. 40 % MgO, max. 4.3 % CaO, max. 1.5 % SiO2) and magnesite III. class, which does not meet the criteria
set for I. or II. class and before firing requires the treatment [3].
Caustic magnesite is a special group of refractory products. It is a low temperature product of thermal
decomposition of magnesite. Low firing temperature rise in an active, energy-biased system with a large internal
surface area. Caustic magnesite has disordered structure ,is fine-grained, reactive and has a low content
of crystalline phases. Reactivity depends on its specific surface area, which takes high values of 70 to 100 m2.g-1.
Compared to crystalline phase of periclase, which the size of specific surface area is under a m2.g-1. The highest
reactivity values are achieved at the lowest annealing temperature needed for decarbonisation that way,
to calcine contained a small residue of undecomposed carbonate. The burning granulometry from 0.2 to 2.0 mm
occur volume changes at temperatures between 650 °C - 850 °C [4].
To achieve the desired reactivity of charge it is used a combination of operations mechanical and/or
thermal nature, that cause major changes in the properties of magnesite raw material source. The results
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of the stuudy the impacct of pretreattment conditioons on the properties
p
of charge
c
under the followin
ng general
conclusioons:
a) Therrmal decompoosition reducees the charge weight
w
of abo
out 50 % and improves its grindability.
b) Grinnding reducess the decompoosition temperrature of magn
nesite by100 too 200 K.
c) Pre-treatment has a greater effeect on the propperties of charrge as the origgin of magnesiite [3].
Modeelling of proccesses - the mathematical
m
model
Moddelling is an experimental information process in which
w
the system under exxploration (th
he original
object, coomponent) cleearly ranks according to certain
c
criteriaa different system, physicaal or abstract,, so-called
model. Models
M
can geenerally be deefined as a dissplay of real-w
world objects and processses with the ap
ppropriate
mathemaatical or physiccal means, whhich allows their systematicc and efficientt exploration. The results ob
btained by
experimeenting on the model
m
can be transferred too the real objecct, respectivelly. the technollogical processs. Models
are also used to gatther and preppare data for decision making
m
and control
c
of teechnological processes.
p
A mathem
matical modell is based on the
t similarity between
b
the real
r and the abbstract system
m. This similarrity allows
the explooration of reall systems withh abstract systtems using mathematical
m
r
relationships.
A mathematiical model
is a formaal statement of
o the problem
m in the physical and matheematical termss. It representts a set of matthematical
relationshhips describing clearly studdied phenomennon or processs [5].
Discusssion and anallysis of measu
ured values th
he process off caustificatioon and determ
mination of reeactivity
of magnesitee
In Jelsava
J
regionn exists over one hundredd years old trradition of refractory mateerials producttion based
on magneesite [6]. For that reason thhe actual anallysis and anallysis of acquiring and proccessing the results was
used maggnesite from SMZ
S
Jelšava. It
I consisted off two types, which
w
differ from the morphhological charracteristics
(I.e, colooring, granularrity compositiion and MgO
O, respectively
y. the quality of the firing)). As in this case
c
is not
a comparrative experim
ment, it is noot necessary to
t describe both
b
types off used magneesite samples.. In order
to obtain more accuratte data, whethher there wass not error in the measurem
ments, some eexperiments (especially
(
in the firiing process) were
w performed in duplicatee.
As a first step theere was the need
n
to make the homogenization of thee samples to oobtain accuratte data for
further usse of these datta.
The prepared sam
mple was subjected to dry sieve
s
analysiss for network analyzer. To determine the required
granularitty classes scrreens were ussed the sieve with mesh siize 0.25 mm,, 0.50 mm, 1.00 mm and 1.60 mm.
Table. 1 shows
s
obtained individual weight gains for a given grain
g
size classs..
Granularity
class [mm]
> 1,6

Tab. 1 Weight gains (WG), filing 400g
WG [g] - WG [%] WG [%]
comparative comparative
57,30
14,40
38,96
9,85
WG [g]

1,0 - 1,6

61,38

15,42

44,42

11,23

0,5 - 1,0

106,98

26,88

97,82

24,73

0,25 - 0,5

79,24

19,91

93,00

23,51

< 0,25

93,11

23,40

121,31

30,67

398,01

100,00

395,50

100,00

As a second and also the majjor step of thee process wass finding and determinationn, respectivelly. find an
optimal state
s
of the kinnetics processs of caustificattion and reacttivity of magnnesite under ceertain conditio
ons. Initial
setting off conditions (ttemperature, granularity
g
claass and annealling time) for the process oof firing magn
nesite were
determineed on the basiis of theoreticcal knowledgee [7]. Later, due
d to the overrall efficiencyy of the experiiment was
to changee some of thesse conditions (Fig.
(
1).
Temperature
T
– 800, 900 and 1
1000°C
Granularity
G
cla
ass – during the
e whole process of
annealing
a
it did not change
Annealing
A
time
e – 5, 10, 15, 20
0, 30 or 40 min.

Fig.
F 1. Model forr a combination oof changes in con
nditions.
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Heatt individual samples
s
of magnesite
m
in the
t process of firing was not at a graddual heating to
t desired
temperatuure, but so. "T
Thermal shockk" - exposure of
o the materiaal of high tempperature (800 °C - 1000 °C)) in a very
short timee (few secondds). If is electeed "thermal shhock" is not possible to achhieve prolongeed firing (but it
i may not
apply in determining
d
thhe reactivity of
o magnesite, which
w
is not possible
p
to achhieve the maximum value of
o firing).
The graph below (Fig. 2) show
ws the differennt firing proceesses, i.e loss depending onn the annealin
ng time for
each graiin size class and
a the entiree range. Eachh class granullarity has beeen achieved inn the initial tiime firing
up a diffeerent value (morphologiccal characteriistics of thee mineral) with
w
regard to the who
ole range.
Ultimatelly,each granuularity class and
a full range was to the acchievement off maximum vvalue, which shows
s
that
a sample of magnesia was
w pure natuure.

Fig. 2. Deppendence of lossees since the anneaaling time for eacch grain size classs the temperaturee is a) 800°C, b) 9900 °C and c) 1000 °C.

In thhis case, therrefore, it is necessary
n
to focus
f
on the interdependennce of tempeerature and firring time.
Of coursee, taking intoo account thee achievementt of the max
ximum firing of granularitty for the en
ntire range
of granularity class. Inndividual firinng of granularrity classes aree necessary because they serve, respectiively. may
serve on a mathematiccal calculationn to obtain acccurate data. Fig.
F 3 shows all states andd dependencess obtained
in experim
ments where you
y can find thhe optimum condition
c
for the process of firing magnessite.

a)

b)

c
c)

Fig. 3. Depenndence of losses since
s
the annealiing time with a tem
mperature a) 8000 °C, b) 900 °C annd c) 1000 °C.

The optimum in this case liess in finding thhe time and energy efficieency. They w
were shown att the time
of firing for 30 minutees 800 °C, 200 minutes to 900
9 °C and 15 minutes to 1000 °C in tthe sustained adherence
of the sam
mple in the kiiln, while therre was an inccrease to the maximum
m
am
mount of firingg. The temperrature here
has playeed a role thatt in time has been
b
reduced to achieve hiigher firing off magnesite samples. If wee take into
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account the pre-heating the material, then the time was still lower to higher achievement firing and ultimately
perhaps to the maximum. This would be to decrease needed firing time for the required temperature firing.
The process of determining the reactivity of each sample was determine whether the reactivity (quality)
of caustic firing magnesite (grounded after firing process) from the firing time (25 minutes) (Fig. 4)). Reactivity
was determined expression so. "Lemon numbers. It is a number whose unit is the time measured in minutes
(or seconds) from entering the sample in 0.4 N citric acid solution until the pH reached 8.6. Ideal value "lemon
number" is reached within 4-6 minutes (reactive magnesite).

Fig. 4 a) dependence of time to achieve pH 8,6 during firing temperature in b) by comparison with loss since firing period
at 800 °C

In this case, reactivity was obtained for temperatures from about 700 °C to 850 °C. The temperature
of 900 °C reactivity was not reached the desired value and the temperature of 1000 °C was not performed. Ideal
value obtained in this process at a temperature of 750 °C, resulting in a low value of caustic burnt magnesite
and lower power consumption. However, when it comes to the entry requirement for maximizing the value
of the firing of magnesite, the ideal value is deleted, there is a higher power consumption and quality of caustic
burnt magnesite is reduced.
To be taken into account, the optimal state is not only found that higher energy and time efficiency, but also
adding quality of caustic burnt magnesite, then, would be when the requirement arises to find depending
on the one hand the time and the firing temperature of magnesite and other hand, the quality of the caustic burnt
magnesite (Fig. 4b). Achieving the ideal state is not possible, it is necessary to sacrifice one of these three factors
at the expense of the other two. However, there is a meet of all entry requirements.
Conclusion
On the basis of the following created and performed mathematical model that would allow application data
to the physical model, where would be necessary to set parameters (eg temperature or reactivity). This would
obtain the information necessary to optimize the process of setting the firing of magnesite. This information will
have an impact on the economic and qualitative assessment of the firing process, the time factor plays
an important role in the productivity of the process. The prerequisite is the need for understanding the nature
of curvature firing and reactive curve. The necessity is to re-implement experiments for evidence of practical
use.
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